International Exhibition for Transport Packaging, Packaging Machinery and Automation

22 – 24 September 2020
Crocus Expo • Moscow

transpack-russia.ru
5 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD PARTICIPATE AS EXHIBITOR:

- Generate new sales prospects in the new key industry event
- Be part of ideal synergy of 2 industrial events – TRANSPACK and CeMAT RUSSIA
- Promote your brands and products among a professional audience
- Meet face to face with actual decision makers
- Take a strong position in the growing Russian market

RUSSIAN MARKET

- With 146 Mio consumers Russia is one of the five fastest growing packaging markets in the world.
- Russian e-commerce market volume reached € 14,5 bn and could triple by 2023 according to Morgan Stanley.
- In last four years warehousing & logistics industries in Russia got a double-digit boost in sales volume.

SYNERGY OF TWO EXHIBITIONS IN RUSSIA

CeMAT RUSSIA, International Exhibition for Materials Handling, Warehousing Equipment and Logistics, attracted 5 488 professionals in 2018. 55% of them attended the Exhibition with the aim of purchasing.

TRANSPACK KEY VISITOR TARGET GROUPS:

RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION CENTRES, ONLINE STORES
- X5 Retail Group
- IKEA
- Ives Rocher
- Metro Cash&Carry

TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS SERVICES
- KUEHNE+NAGEL
- PONY EXPRESS
- DHL
- Russian Post

E-COMMERCE
- Yandex.Market
- Lamoda
- OZON.ru

FOOD PRODUCTION
- Parmalat
- PepsiCo Russia
- Nestle Russia
- Baltika Breweries

INDUSTRIAL GOODS PRODUCERS
- Gazprom Neft
- Tikkurila
- VW Group
- Norilsk Nickel

TRANSPACK VISITORS

- Chief Engineers and Chief Technologists
- Process Automation Engineers
- Heads of warehouse departments
- Heads of packaging departments / co packing
- Heads of order picking and logistic department

PARTICIPATION COSTS:

EARLY BIRD PRICE (valid until September 20th, 2019)
Raw space € 199
Space + Schell scheme € 274

REGULAR PRICE
Raw space € 210
Space + Shell scheme € 285
Registration fee € 370

All prices are subject to 20% VAT

YOUR PERSONAL CONTACTS:
Nadezhda Talanova
Project Director
Tel.: +7 (495) 150 4900 ext.5
nadezhda.talanova@messe-russia.ru
transpack-russia.ru